This Letter presents a fairly straightforward and robust QRS detector for wearable cardiac monitoring applications. The first stage of the QRS detector contains a powerful ℓ 1 -sparsity filter with overcomplete hybrid dictionaries for emphasising the QRS complexes and suppressing the baseline drifts, powerline interference and large P/T waves. The second stage is a simple peak-finding logic based on the Gaussian derivative filter for automatically finding locations of R-peaks in the ECG signal. Experiments on the standard MIT-BIH arrythmia database show that the method achieves an average sensitivity of 99.91% and positive predictivity of 99.92%. Unlike existing methods, the proposed method improves detection performance under small-QRS, wide-QRS complexes and noisy conditions without using the searchback algorithms.
1. Introduction: Accurate detection of QRS complex is the important first step in automated ECG signal analysis systems. Many QRS detectors have been reported based on digital filters, Hilbert transform (HT), wavelet transform (WT), multiscale mathematical morphology (3M), empirical mode decomposition (EMD), matching pursuit, neural networks and hidden Markov models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . An excellent review of the QRS complex detection methods is presented in [13] [14] [15] . Generally, the QRS detector consists of a preprocessing stage and a decision stage [15] . The preprocessing stage applies various signal processing techniques to emphasise QRS complexes and suppress various kinds of noise and artefacts. However, in the case of ECG signals with small-QRS, wide-QRS and noises, existing methods had poor detection rates [13] . Therefore, many searchback algorithms (SBAs) are devised with sets of detection thresholds determined by the amplitudes and R-R intervals of the past R-peaks detected in the previous ECG segment [7] . Thus, reliable detection of QRS complex is still a challenging task. Recently, sparse representation has been successfully used in many signal processing applications [16, 17] . In this Letter, we present a fairly straightforward QRS detection method based on the ℓ 1 -sparsity filtering with overcomplete hybrid dictionaries (OHDs) and the Gaussian derivative (GD) filter.
Proposed QRS complex detection method:
The proposed QRS detector consists of four major stages: (i) ℓ 1 -sparsity filtering with OHDs, (ii) smooth QRS feature extraction using the squaring and smoothing filter, (iii) peak finding logic using the GD filter and (iv) negative zerocrossing location collection and peak location adjustment. More details of each stage of our detection method are described in the following subsections.
2.1. ℓ 1 -Sparsity filtering: We exploit the discriminative nature of sparse representation to perform filtering. The ℓ 1 -sparsity filtering with an OHD has been proposed to accentuate QRS complexes and suppress baseline drifts, powerline interference and large P/T waves. Using an overcomplete dictionary matrix C [ R N ×M , N < M that contains M prototype waveforms for columns {c m } M m=1 , a signal x [ R N ×N can be represented as a linear combination of the prototype waveforms as the column vectors Ψ = {ψ 1 |ψ 2 |ψ 3 |,
where
is the sparse coefficients vector. The proposed OHD matrix is constructed as Ψ = [I⋯C], where I is the N × N impulse dictionary matrix and C is the N × K cosine basis matrix. For a given input signal x and the OHD matrix Ψ, we compute transform coefficientsã by solving the following ℓ 1 -norm minimisation problem [16, 17] 
where Ca − y 2 2 and ||a|| 1 are known as the fidelity term and the sparsity term, respectively, and λ is a regularisation parameter that controls the relative importance of the fidelity and sparseness terms. The . 1 and . 2 denote the ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 -norms, respectively. For a predefined OHD matrix
, the estimated coefficients vector is given byã =ã i ,ã c , whereã i denotes the coefficients vector for elementary atoms from the column vectors of impulse dictionary matrix I andã c denotes the discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients vector for elementary waveforms from the column vectors of cosine dictionary matrix C. The impulse waveforms from columns of I [ R N×N serve as a basis to extract QRS complex portions while the columns of C [ R N×K are to capture the slowly-varying components of the signal. From the estimated sparse coefficients vectorã, the
Since column vector i n [ R N ×1 from impulse dictionary matrix I has only one non-zero entry, the signalã i is the filtered signal d[n]. In [13] , the authors point out failure instances of existing digital filters and derivative based QRS detection algorithms for the ECG signals with wide QRS complexes, irregular QRS morphology change and severe noise and artefacts. Now, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the ℓ 1 -sparsity filtering approach for enhancing the QRS complexes and reducing the influence of various kinds of noise and artefacts, including electrode contact noise, motion artefacts, muscle noise, powerline interference and high peaked P/T waves. Figs. 1 and 2 demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ℓ 1 -sparsity filtering approach with the predefined OHD matrix containing elementary waveforms derived from the impulse and discrete cosine functions. Fig. 1a is the original ECG signal taken from the MIT/BIH arrhythmia database record 108 including both baseline wander and severe noises. Fig. 1b is the estimated sparse coefficientsã using the predefined OHD matrix and regularisation parameter λ = 0.3. Fig. 1c shows the detail signal (or the QRS feature signal) d[n] obtained for the 3600 × 1 coefficients corresponding to the 3600 × 3600 impulse dictionary matrix. Fig. 1d shows the approximation signal obtained for the 80 × 1 DCT coefficients vector corresponding to the DCT dictionary matrix. From the decomposition results as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , we can clearly notice that the ℓ 1 -sparsity filtering approach emphasises the QRS complex portions while simultaneously suppressing the local P and T waves, the baseline wander and the noise content. The results further show that the impulse dictionary matrix I can capture the QRS complex portions of the ECG signal. The output approximation signal contains the low-frequency components of the ECG signal. This is the basis for the proposed filtering approach. In the next stage, the filtered ECG signal d[n] is further processed to locate QRS complexes in the input ECG signal.
Squaring and smoothing:
The filtered signal d[n] is first squared to obtain a positive-valued signal regardless of QRS complex polarity. The squaring operation is implemented as
Then, the squared signal e[n] is fed through a smoothing filter with a rectangular impulse response h[k] of length L = 45 samples. The smoothing process is designed to generate local envelope peaks corresponding to the QRS-complex portions and to reduce the effect of multiple peaks. For the filtered ECG signal as shown in Fig. 3b , the output of the smoothing process is shown in Fig. 3c . It is noted that the peaks in the energy envelope signal s[n] (or the QRS feature envelope signal) provide approximate locations of the true R peaks in the input ECG signal. Hence, the locations of local peaks are first determined and then used as candidates for finding locations of the true R peaks in the input ECG signal.
Peak finding logic:
We use the simple peak finding logic based on the GD filter. The P-point Gaussian window g[ p] is computed as
where P denotes the Gaussian window length and σ denotes the spread Figure 1 Illustrates effectiveness of proposed ℓ 1 -sparsity filtering approach a Original ECG signal taken from MIT/BIH arrhythmia database record 108 containing both baseline wander and severe high-frequency noise b Estimated sparse coefficientsã using predefined OHD matrix and regularisation parameter λ = 0.3 c Detail signal (or QRS feature signal) obtained for 3600 × 1 coefficients corresponding to 3600 × 3600 impulse dictionary d Approximation signal obtained for 80 × 1 DCT coefficients vector corresponding to DCT dictionary of the Gaussian window. The GD sequence is computed as Fig. 3d results in zero-crossings around the peaks of the envelope signal s[n] owing to the anti-symmetric nature of the GD function. In this Letter, negative zero-crossings are detected by checking the sign of the zero-crossing function z[n] at time instants t n and t n + 1 . The peak detection result (marked as circle '°') in Fig. 3d clearly shows that our algorithm accurately detects locations of R-peaks regardless of varying QRS amplitudes and shapes in the presence of noise. Unlike existing methods, the proposed method does not use multiple detection thresholds in the SBA to reject/ include missed peaks.
Peak location adjustment:
Based upon results, we observed that the locations of candidate R-peaks differ slightly from the locations of true R-peaks in the input ECG signal. Therefore, a simple peak adjustment rule is implemented that finds the correct locations of the true R-peaks in the input ECG signal by searching the largest amplitude within ±25 samples of the identified location of the candidate R-peak in the previous step. Fig. 3e shows final output of the proposed QRS complex detection method.
3. Results and discussion: In this Section, the detection performance of the proposed method is tested and validated using the MIT/BIH arrhythmia database [18] . The database contains 48 half-hour of two-channel ECG recordings sampled at 360 Hz with 11-bit resolution over a 10 mV range. The recordings from the first-channel of the MIT/BIH database include ECG signals with acceptable quality, sharp and tall P and T waves, negative-QRS complex, small-QRS complex, wide-QRS complex, muscle noise, baseline drift, sudden changes in QRS amplitudes, sudden changes in QRS morphology, multiform premature ventricular contractions (PVCs), long pauses and irregular heart rhythms. The detection parameters of the proposed method are set as follows: the block duration of signal is 10 s; the size of the OHD matrix is 3600 × 3680; the OHD matrix consists of impulse dictionary matrix with a size of 3600 × 3680 and discrete cosine dictionary matrix with a size of 3600 × 80; and the regularisation parameter λ = 0.3. The smoothing filter length (L) is chosen based on the average of lower and upper limits of duration of QRS complex. The duration of normal QRS and wide QRS complexes is usually between 0.05 and 0.2 s. For the sampling rate of 360 samples per second, the length of the smoothing filter is 0.125 times the sampling rate. By considering the upper limits of heart rates in practice, the Gaussian window length (P) is set as 2.5 times the sampling rate of the signal. The length of the GD filter is 900 samples. The method is implemented using MATLAB software on a 1.6-GHz AMD E-350 Processor with 2 GB RAM. For a signal duration of 10 s, the computation time is between 4.24 and 6.78 s.
From the detection results, we calculated three quantitative parameters: true-positive (TP) when a true peak is correctly detected by the method; false-negative (FN) when a true peak is missed; and false-positive (FP) when a noise peak is detected as true R-peak [7] . To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the sensitivity (Se), the positive predictivity (+P), and the detection error rate (DER) are computed by using the following equations, respectively The overall detection performance of the proposed method is compared with published methods in the literature. Based upon the results of Table 2 , the method achieves an average Se of 99.91%, and a +P of 99.92% for the MIT/BIH arrhythmia database. The proposed method significantly outperforms the existing detection methods such as bandpass filters (BPF) [13] , HT [7, 13] , WT [10, 11] , 3M [6] , EMD [8, 9] , integrate and fire pulse train automaton (IFPTA) [3] , level crossing (LC) [2] , sparse derivative denoising (SDD) [4] and digital fractional order integrator and differentiator (DFOID) [5] .
For the MIT/BIH arrhythmia database ECG records such as 104, 105, 106, 108, 113, 116, 200, 201, 202, 203, 208, 209, 210, 221, 222, 223, 228 , 231 and 232, most QRS detection methods had poor detection rates [7] . However the proposed method significantly improves the detection performance for these ECG signals. Table 3 . The detection results show that our method significantly outperforms the other existing methods including LC [2] , IFPTA [3] , DFOID [5] , 3M [6] , EMD [9] and WT [10] . The waveforms of the different stages of the proposed method for the ECG signals taken from the first-channel of the different recordings of the MIT/BIH database are shown in Figs. 3-5 . In each of these Figures, the waveform depicted in a is the input ECG signal, x[n]. The waveform depicted in b is the detail signal (or the QRS feature signal) extracted from the input ECG signal using the proposed ℓ 1 -sparsity filtering with the predefined OHDs. The waveform in c is the smooth energy envelope extracted using the squaring and zero-phase filtering. The waveform depicted in d shows the convolution output of the peak finding logic based on the GD filtering operation, and the detected negative zerocrossing points that are marked as circle '•'. The waveform depicted in e shows the detected time instants (marked as '•') of R-peaks determined using the proposed method. The detection results of Figs. 3-5 show that the proposed method provides better detection performance without using the SBA with sets of detection thresholds determined by the amplitudes and RR-intervals of R-peaks detected in the previous segment and the medical tactics to include/reject the missed/noise peaks.
Conclusion:
The proposed method is a fairly straightforward and robust QRS detection method based on the ℓ 1 -sparsity and GD filters. Experiments show that the ℓ 1 -sparsity filter on OHDs can effectively emphasise QRS complexes and suppress baseline drift, powerline interference and other artefacts. Experimental results on the standard MIT-BIH arrhythmia database show that the proposed method achieves better detection rates as compared with the other existing methods under different QRS morphologies and noises. Unlike other existing methods, the proposed method does not use SBAs. Figure 4 Demonstrates detection performance for ECG record 108 with large P-waves and severe muscle noise Our method produces 07 FP beats and 02 FN beats for total of 1763 true beats Figure 5 Demonstrates detection performance for ECG signal with continuously varying QRS complex morphology, sudden changes in beat-to-beat RR-interval, and tall T waves (Record 106) Our method produces 01 FP beats and 02 FN beats for total of 2027 true beats
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